Combination tubes
Similar in thought to the idea of the integrated circuit, tube designers tried integrating
different tube functions into single tube envelopes to reduce space requirements in more
modern tube-type electronic equipment. A common combination seen within a single glass
shell was two either diodes or two triodes. The idea of fitting pairs of diodes inside a single
envelope makes a lot of sense in light of power supply full-wave rectifier designs, always
requiring multiple diodes.
Of course, it would have been quite impossible to combine thousands of tube elements into
a single tube envelope the way that thousands of transistors can be etched onto a single
piece of silicon, but engineers still did their best to push the limits of tube miniaturization
and consolidation. Some of these tubes, whimsically called compactrons, held four or more
complete tube elements within a single envelope.
Sometimes the functions of two different tubes could be integrated into a single,
combination tube in a way that simply worked more elegantly than two tubes ever could. An
example of this was the pentagrid converter, more generally called a heptode, used in some
superheterodyne radio designs. These tubes contained seven elements: 5 grids plus a
cathode and a plate. Two of the grids were normally reserved for signal input, the other
three relegated to screening and suppression (performance-enhancing) functions.
Combining the superheterodyne functions of oscillator and signal mixer together in one
tube, the signal coupling between these two stages was intrinsic. Rather than having
separate oscillator and mixer circuits, the oscillator creating an AC voltage and the mixer
"mixing" that voltage with another signal, the pentagrid converter's oscillator section
created an electron stream that oscillated in intensity which then directly passed through
another grid for "mixing" with another signal.
This same tube was sometimes used in a different way: by applying a DC voltage to one of
the control grids, the gain of the tube could be changed for a signal impressed on the other
control grid. This was known as variable-mu operation, because the "mu" (µ) of the tube
(its amplification factor, measured as a ratio of plate-to-cathode voltage change over gridto-cathode voltage change with a constant plate current) could be altered at will by a DC
control voltage signal.
Enterprising electronics engineers also discovered ways to exploit such multi-variable
capabilities of "lesser" tubes such as tetrodes and pentodes. One such way was the socalled ultralinear audio power amplifier, invented by a pair of engineers named Hafler and
Keroes, utilizing a tetrode tube in combination with a "tapped" output transformer to
provide substantial improvements in amplifier linearity (decreases in distortion levels).
Consider a "single-ended" triode tube amplifier with an output transformer coupling power
to the speaker:

If we substitute a tetrode for a triode in this circuit, we will see improvements in circuit gain
resulting from the electrostatic shielding offered by the screen, preventing unwanted
feedback between the plate and control grid:

However, the tetrode's screen may be used for functions other than merely shielding the
grid from the plate. It can also be used as another control element, like the grid itself. If a
"tap" is made on the transformer's primary winding, and this tap connected to the screen,
the screen will receive a voltage that varies with the signal being amplified (feedback). More
specifically, the feedback signal is proportional to the rate-of-change of magnetic flux in the
transformer core (dΦ/dt), thus improving the amplifier's ability to reproduce the input signal
waveform at the speaker terminals and not just in the primary winding of the transformer:

This signal feedback results in significant improvements in amplifier linearity (and
consequently, distortion), so long as precautions are taken against "overpowering" the
screen with too great a positive voltage with respect to the cathode. As a concept, the
ultralinear (screen-feedback) design demonstrates the flexibility of operation granted by
multiple grid-elements inside a single tube: a capability rarely matched by semiconductor
components.
Some tube designs combined multiple tube functions in a most economic way: dual plates
with a single cathode, the currents for each of the plates controlled by separate sets of
control grids. Common examples of these tubes were triode-heptode and triodehexode tubes (a hexode tube is a tube with four grids, one cathode, and one plate).
Other tube designs simply incorporated separate tube structures inside a single glass
envelope for greater economy. Dual diode (rectifier) tubes were quite common, as were
dual triode tubes, especially when the power dissipation of each tube was relatively low.

The 12AX7 and 12AU7 models are common examples of dual-triode tubes, both of lowpower rating. The 12AX7 is especially common as a preamplifier tube in electric guitar
amplifier circuits.
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